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Board fails to renew Berg’s contract
The Board of Trustees has voted 4 to 3 to
fire Dr. Rodney K. Berg as president of the
college effective June 30.
In a statement released Tuesday, Berg
revealed that he intends to fight the
decision which would oust him from the
position he has held for 10 years.
“I guess I wasn’t surprised by the an¬
nouncement,” Berg said. “The Board had
had 11 executive sessions before this, and I
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Dr. Rodney Berg

knew something was up. It might appear
that I was surprised, because I didn’t take
any overt action. I knew that the Board
had a problem, and they came up with a
solution. Now I’ve got a problem and I’ve
got to find a solution. ”
At the standing-room-only Board
meeting on Dec. 28, Evelyn Zerfoss made
the motion to fire Berg, and was backed by
Chairman Ronald Miller, Rollin Taecker
and Anthony Berardi.
None of these Board members com¬
mented during the open meeting as to what
their reasoning on the matter might be,
although a 32-minute closed session was
held to discuss the subject earlier in the
evening. Miller directed any questions to
Board attorney Everett Nicholas Jr.
“The majority of the Board feels it’s in
the best interests of the college at this
time,” Nicholas commented after the
meeting. He declined to make any further
comment, including how it was in the best
interests of the college.
In his statement this week, Berg com¬
mented that “there is only one issue at
hand, and that is a contractual dispute.”
He replied “no comment” to the question
of why he thought he was dismissed

In Berg’s contract, it states that “the
President” may be dismissed “upon six
months” written notice. Prior to serving
notice, the Board and President shall
confer and deliberate the intent to serve
notice.”
Berg said, “I feel that the Board has
abridged the contract, for at the Nov. 17
meeting, the Board did not confer and
deliberate, but discussed the ad¬
ministrative organization of the college. I
was not conferred with or asked to con¬
fer.”
After the announcement was made at
last week’s Board meeting, a number of
CD faculty members spoke out in favor of
retaining Berg.
“I’m really very saddened,” said Bill
Gooch, dean of instruction for oc¬
cupational programs. David Gottshall,
assistant dean of Psi college, commented,
“It’s not fair.”
Berg “stands head and shoulders above
any other small college president in the
state,” according to English instructor
George Peranteau, and psychology in¬
structor Barbara Hansen said, “My
dealings with Dr. Berg over the years have
always been positive. ”

Audience members Chuck Erickson, Bill
Treloar, Bob Peters and Tom Schmidt also
made appeals in favor of retaining Berg.
Rosemary Ziska, one of the three Board
members to vote in favor of keeping Berg
on as president, reasoned, “I am warned
by the response of the faculty and the
public at large to support something that I,
also, feel is something that would bring an
end to a brilliant career.” She added that
she could not “in good conscience” vote for
the motion to dismiss Berg.
Board member James Blaha and Board
vice-chairman Wendell Wood also voted
against Berg’s dismissal. Wood said, “I
have examined the proposals made by Dr.
Berg and the Board,” and added that he
saw “no area” giving reason to remove
Berg from his position.
Berg commented Tuesday that it was
unclear how all of this will affect the
students. “Those students on the wave
length — the Courier, Student Activities,
and Student Government — have already
been affected,” he said. “The vast
majority of the students, however, are
unconcerned. I’m already yesterday’s
news.”

Schmidt out as SG adviser
By Ben Eaton

Tom Schmidt was ousted as Student
Government adviser and replaced with
Dave Starrett, former Student Body
President, at a stormy session of the
Student Senate just before the Christmas
break.
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Trustees
mum on
Berg firing
Tom Schmidt
By Jolene Westendorf

The majority of the Board of Trustees
declined Tuesday night to comment on the
firing of Dr. Rodney Berg, College
President, in a Courier survey.
Rollin Taecker gave the most specific,
although rather testy answer. He com¬
mented that there were “little things” like
transactions, and statements, and
dissatisfaction.
Dr. Ronald Miller, Board chairman,
said, “We have very specific reasons, but
we can’t discuss them.” On the other hand,
Rosemary Ziska said that she felt that
there were no reasons given for the
termination of Berg’s employment and
therefore voted against the proposal. .
Evelyn Zerfoss said that there were not
any specific reasons at all.
Even the simple question of the length of
time Berg’s dismissal has been discussed
was not answered similarly. Taecker said
that the discussions went way back, Ziska
said that it hasn’t been a couple of months.
James Blaha said that discussions have
been going on for as long as Berg’s been
here. Wendell Wood and Miller declined to
comment at all.
In reaction to Berg’s decision to fight the
Board, Taecker commented, “I am
disappointed in Dr. Berg. He is a
professional person. I don’t understand
why he can’t bow down gracefully.”
Taecker voted in favor of the proposal.
Ziska wishes to applaud his effort, and
Blaha said, “If Berg felt that it was the
time to retire he would have done so. ”
Miller commented, “He may feel that he
has his contract rights, but how can he
fight?” Zerfoss said that she was confused
because she felt that Berg had been con¬
ferred with, and therefore had no reason to
fight the Board.
Please turn to Page 3

Five new senators were also appointed,
and a bill was introduced to appoint for¬
mer Sigma Sen. Rick Powers as an ad¬
viser. This appointment was tabled.

Appointed to the Senate were Jim
Valimus and Dan Lyons, both Extension
students; Steve Bonfiglio, Delta College;
Timothy J. McNulty, Psi college;
Kathleen Willig, Sigma College. Pat
Converso was also up for appointment
from Kappa College but was absent.
Schmidt objected to his dismissal and
handed out memos stating his
qualifications as adviser. He said that as
Associate Director of Student Activities he
intends to remain the adviser for SG as it
reads in his job classification.
Starrett, however, was appointed as
adviser for SG.
The minutes of the meeting stated his
position as “an additional adviser above
and beyond that of a faculty or staff
member.” Starrett said his new position as
adviser would be for a brief period of time.
Starrett said a board policy exists which
requires a faculty or staff member to be
adviser for SG. Until that situation
changes, Starrett will remain as “someone
the people in SG can trust,” he said.
The question was again raised whether
Schmidt was qualified as an adviser. This
time the question was directed to
President Bates.
Bates responded, “The reason I decided
not to renew his services as adviser is that
he appears to be very busy.” Bates said
Schmidt did not function as an adviser
should function.

Schmidt said he has never turned away
any student or SG member who has asked
for advice, and can’t imagine where he has
been neglectful in his duties. Schmidt
ended his statement saying, “I will con¬
tinue as SG adviser no matter what hap¬
pens here today.”
Students petitioning for Student
Government appointments were also
presented. Questions of the date of the
elections for Senate seats now filled by
appointments will be determined by the
Senate, Bates said.
Discussion of a meeting of Student
Government and its associates, along with
its prospective adviser will be held Jan. 14
at the Park Farmhouse. Interested
students are invited to attend. The main
reason for the meeting will be for goal
setting, personnel matters and orientation
of the appointed senators.
Students attending the meeting asked
whether elections will be postponed until
Winter Quarter, thus leaving open the
chance of student input into the Senate.
The Senate stated that elections will be
held five weeks into the winter quarter,
which would be Jan. 30 to Feb. 3.
The meeting of the Senate then ad¬
journed.
Please turn to Page 3

Student pay
rate goes up
Effective Jan. 1,1978, student employes
beginning pay will be increased from $2.30
to $2.65 an hour to comply with the federal
minimum wage law.
The law calls for 25 cent increases each
new calendar year through 1981 when it
tops out at $3.45 an hour. Increases will
first be reflected in pay checks Jan. 27.
Because of the new minimum wage law,
no budgeted dollars are available for any
step or merit increases in the future.
Therefore, step and merit increases have
been eliminated. However, the college
should be able to continue to employ the
same number of students.
Students currently being paid at a higher
rate than $2.65 an hour will be frozen at
their current rate of pay until January,
1979, when the minimum wage increases to
$2.95 an hour.
The college will continue to recognize
certain clerical positions which require
typing skills and other positions requiring
special skills by starting them at $2.75 to
$2.85 an hour.__
HIKE PHOTOCOPY PRICE

Due to an increase in costs of supplies
for the microfilm reader / printers, the
LRC will raise the price of copying a page
from 5 cents to 10 cents. This increase is
effective Jan. 3.

This almost empty bus was typical of many buses which ran back
and forth from the college on the first day of service this Tuesday.
Perhaps the service was not widely used because its availability was
not yet well known. More details on the daily bus schedule are
included on page 2.
Photo by Luke Buffenmyer
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College gets
$14,100 computer
graphics grant
The
College
of
DuPage
engineering program has obtained
$14,100 in federal funds from the
National Science Foundation
(NSF) for use in teaching com¬
puter graphics for engineering
students. This was the only award
given by NSF to an Illinois com¬
munity college.
Through the efforts of Robert
Harvey, engineering program
coordinator, and the college’s
office of planning and develop¬
ment, NSF has awarded a two-year
matching grant. The college will
match the NSF grant with $14,000
from its own educational funds.
The grant was provided to
upgrade the engineering graphics
program. Many businesses and
firms are requiring that engineers
have a knowledge of computerized
graphics and the college is
providing experiential courses in
engineering graphics for students
in the first two years of a four-year
engineering program.
DuPage’s computer graphics
grant
proposal
had
been
specifically endorsed by Illinois
Institute of Technology, University
of Illinois at Chicago Circle and
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign.
The grant was obtained in
competition with colleges from the
entire nation. It is only the second
NSF grant to be given to College of
DuPage in the college’s 11-year
history. The other came in 1974 to
build a greenhouse on campus for
the ornamental horticulture
program.
Harvey, a professional product
engineer, has been an instructor
here for nearly 10 years.

Warning lights and boards halted the usual flow of
human traffic between J and K buildings last Tuesday.
Entryways are being remodeled.
Photoby Luke Buffenmyer

Airline Passenger
Screeners
O’HARE AIRPORT
These are interesting and responsible positions available
immediately on all shifts for mature, reliable individuals to
help us better serve passengers. If you’re a student seeking
part-time employment, retired and looking for work, or are
at least 18 years of age, a U.S. citizen with no criminal record
and interested in a career in the world’s largest and busiest
airport, apply in person. .
For details, apply in person:

ANDY FRAIN, INC.
1221 N. LaSalle
Chicago, Ill. 60610
(312) 943-8989

RTA bus
service to
college begins

An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f

Professional

Tax Return
Preparation
at special student rates

Call 665-4849
Funk-Rock

Redwood Landing
Friday and Saturday '
January 6 and 7 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets $2.00-$1.75 with CD I.D.
The Coffeehouse - in the white farm buildings adjacent to J Bldg

<

The RTA bus service available
for CD students and staff made its
inaugural run at 7:15 a.m. on Jan.
3.
Buses run hourly and the fare is
30 cents.
Eastbound buses make the
following stops: Wheaton central
business district, C & NW Station,
7:27 a.m. through 4:27 p.m.;
Wheaton College, 7:32 a.m.
through 4:32 p.m.; and Glen Ellyn
central business district, C & NW
Station, 7:40 a.m. through 4:40
p.m.
Stops at CD include the
Bookstore, 7:50 a.m. through 4:50
p.m.; A Bldg., 7:53 a.m. through
4:53 p.m.; Bookstore, 8 a.m.
through 5 p.m.; and A Bldg., 8:03
a.m. through 5:03 p.m.
Other eastbound stops include
Lloyd and Butterfield, 8:10 a.m.
through 5:10 p.m., Yorktown
Shopping Center (Wieboldt’s),8:18
a.m. through 5:18 p.m.; and
George Williams College, 8:25 a.m.
through 5:25 p.m.
On the westbound route, the
following stops are made: George
Williams College, 7:27 a.m.
through 4:27 p.m.; Yorktown
Shopping Center (Wieboldt’s), 7:32
a.m. through 4:32 p.m.; and Lloyd
and Butterfield, 7:40 a.m. through
4:40 p.m.
Stops at CD include A Bldg., 7:50
a.m. through4:50p.m.; Bookstore,
7:53 a.m. through 4:53 p.m.; A
Bldg., 8 a.m. through 5 p.m. and
Bookstore, 8:03 a.m. through 5:03
p.m.
The last stops on the westbound
route are Glen Ellyn central
business district, C & NW Station,
8:13 a.m. through 5:13 p.m.;
Wheaton College, 8:21 a.m.
through 5:21 p.m. and Wheaton
central business district, C & NW
Station, 8:25 a.m. through 5:26
p.m.

Urge faculty initiative
in Century III project
Dr. Samuel Gould, educator and consultant, thinks the faculty
should take the initiative in the Century III Project.
Century in, as defined by Dr. Rodney Berg, president, is a
“mechanism to try to relate the community voice to the college voice,
so we are serving the community the way we ought to be.
“Rather than letting the future just happen, we can plan and take
action, so that we shape the future. But it hasn’t been done very much.
And most of us have been responding to the immediate dollar.”
Gould told the faculty before Christmas break it is most important
that a responsive, creative community college take the initiative, for
academic reasons and for instruction on how better to serve the people
of the district. This is a much broader service responsibility than was
thought of 10 years ago when CD was founded, he said.
He said if the faculty didn’t take the initiative, someone else would,
and the results'would be from a different point of view.
One excellent way of getting the whole faculty stirred, Gould said,
would be a strong in-service program strictly for themselves, to
expand their minds and experiences.
Outside speakers from within the different disciplines would be
used, as well as people who transcend disciplines, such as Christopher
Isherwood, Paul Tillich, George Gameoff and Edward Teller.
It also ought to be possible, he said, to bring in people within
different disciplines, such as mathematics, the bio-sciences and
media, to bring the faculty up-to-date on what’s happening in different
fields.
Each of these speakers would hold meetings with the community
and the faculty-aWarge, and have weekly seminars with the students,
he said.
Gould said, “You should go to the absolutely top person in a field in
the country, if not the world.”
Unless we have such mind-stretching encounters, he said, we could
become mentally atrophied.
Gould said the usual conferences elsewhere are all right, but nothing
real is accomplished. He said if he removed the dates from the covers
of the programs of conferences, he wouldn’t be able to tell which years
they took place. The same things are said year after year, he said.
Gould also said the faculty should come to an agreement regarding
what they feel is the mission of CD. A study or survey should be taken,
and a decision reached, the objectives limited and clearly defined.
They must keep as a central issue the opportunity for, and kind of
instruction needed, to further these goals, he said.
Gould mentioned the best way to find if a person is prepared for a
specific field, is for the testing to be done, not by the instructor, but by
someone working in that field.

Original music to highlight
production of ‘Mandrake’
“The Mandrake,” a musical
comedy with original music by
former CD student Richard
Knight, will be presented in the
Convocation Center, Jan. 19-21 and
Jan. 26-28. Curtain time is 8:15
p.m.
Originally a comedy by Niccolo
Machiavelh in the 1500’s, the six
performances of the play mark the
debut of “The Mandrake” as a
musical.
The play, directed by Kappa
instructor Richard Holgate,
centers on the devious ways
Callamaco (Brian Daly) dreams
up in order to bed Lucrezia (Laura
Kubiak), the wife of Messer Nicia
(John Jacobson). Along the way
Callamaco is helped by various

friends to reach his goal.
“The play revolves around this
and a potion made from the root of
the
mandrake,”
comments
Holgate. “There are a good many
elements of farce in the play. We
hope it’s funny.”
The rest of “The Mandrake” cast
includes Patrick Able (Ligurio),
Keith Laug (Siro), Bill Nicholson
(Timoteo) and Pat Schikora
(Sostrata). The play is co-directed
by Debby Chicoine. Assistant
director is Marilyn Ashley.
Arrangements of Knight’s music
is by music instructor Bob Mar¬
shall. Choral director Carl Lam¬
bert will handle vocal ac¬
companiment. CD student Bob
McKeon will design the sets and
lights.

20 on-campus jobs open
Some 20 part-time and tem¬
porary campus jobs are available
for full-time students enrolled for
12 or more credit hours.
These jobs are posted in the glass
display case outside the Student
Financial Aids Office (SFAO) in
K126. Jobs at CD are constantly
opening up and being filled, so
students are encouraged to check
the display case every few days
and the Job Opportunity Bulletin
published by the Placement Office
in J123.
Students will be paid at a
beginning wage of $2.65 an hour
with clerical workers starting
slightly higher.
Immediate campus job openings
include:
Clerk-Typist I — Placement
Clerk-Typist I-SFAO
Communications Clerical Assist.
—Alternative Learning Unit
Clerk-Typist I — Intramural
Office
Clerk-Typist I — Bookstore

Track Manager — Athletics
Manufacturing Technology Lab
Aide—Delta
Advertising Manager — Courier
Office
D.P. Lab Assist.—Kappa
Five Peer Helpers — Student
Assistance Center
Sec. Science Lab Aide — Kappa
Student Coordinator — Student
Parent Coop.
Student Worker — Records
Office
Auto Lab Assist — Delta
Clerk Typist I — Athletics
Equipment Dist. Aid (Some
counter work Saturday and Sunday
— LRC
Preparation Aid — LRC
Peer Helpers — Extension
College
Sign Press Operator — Stan
Services
If you are interested in applying
come by the Student Financial Aid
Office in K126.
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Peer helpers
sought for
part-time jobs
CD’s Extension division is
looking for students interested in
working as peer helpers in four offcampus regional counseling
centers.
The offices are in Western
Springs, Downers Grove, Addison
(in the DAVE A center) and in the
Lombard / Elmhurst area.
To qualify for one of these jobs, a
student must be carrying a
minimum of 12 credit hours and
have at least a 2.0 GPA.
The jobs pay $2.65 an hour and
require 12 to 20 hours per week.
Positions are open during the days,
evenings and on Saturdays.
Acting as a peer helper consists
of giving assistance to students and
community persons, as well as
some testing and general office
work.
Interested students may call the
Student Financial Aids office, ext.
2251 or stop in at K126.

Students listen intently at Student Senate meeting near
Christmas break at which Tom Schmidt was ousted as
Student Government adviser. In the foreground are
senator Eric Heinekamp and secretary Margaret Nelson.

Student Senate ousts
Schmidt as its adviser
Continued from Page 1
This Senate meeting unlike
thers actually had students in
ittendance. Students voiced
pinions, and a notable difference
n senatorial procedures were
loticed.
Students not only
luestioned senatorial action, but
irocedures also. It is hoped that
itudents will attend the Jan. 14
neeting beginning at 8 a.m.
Those people who have already
ieen declared candidates will be
illowed to remain as candidates,
tepetitioning will be allowed only
n those races where there are no
ieclared candidates or where a
declared candidate has decided to
emove his name from nomination.
Petitioning will only be allowed
three weeks prior to the date of
election. The Senate will not only
elect a chairperson from its own,
but will also strive to get student
members on the Election Com¬
mittee.

Text of SG
an Berg firing
Following is the text of a
itatement by Joe Bates, student
iresident, on the Board’s decision
o dismiss President Berg in June:
“At the Board meeting of Dec.
8, 1977, the District 502 Board of
Trustees exercised the six-month
iption of President Rodney Berg’s
:ontract. This means that as of
lune 30, 1978, President Rodney
lerg will step down from his
wsition. We in Student Governnent find ourselves saddened by
he fact that a good And wellneaning man who has done much
or both the college and the comnunity has been required to step
lown as President of the college
due
to
the
administrative
mis judgments, which have been
well documented in the press.
Although Dr. Berg is at a time in
his life where it is expected that he
will be ending his career, we find it
regrettable that is has to end this
way.
“While deeply regretting the
outcome of this particular issue,
we do firmly believe that the
Board’s action in terminating the
employment of President Rodney
Berg is completely justified and
has our full support. The College of

DuPage, in its 11 years of
existence, has built a fine and
strong reputation both state-wide
and nation-wide. We do not wish to
see this reputation destroyed by
the irresponsible actions of
members of the administration.
“We ask that the Board of
Trustees diligently pursue full
disclosure to all of the questions
rasied by the media and that all
those responsible for fiscal excess
be replaced by capable ad¬
ministrators who will not violate
the trust placed in them by the
public and by the students.”

Trustees mum
on Berg firing
Continued from Page 1
Wood refused to give comment.
Miller felt that it was not a snap
decision, and that over a long
period of time he found out the
student and employee attitudes on
the subject.
Taecker said, “How can we find
out opinions in a quantitative
manner? There were a lot of people
that were fighting the three-year
extension on his contract last year.
When the chips are down, you’re
forced to vote either black or
white.”
Zerfoss also felt that the Board
had gotten input from the students
and faculty through last year’s
discussion on Berg’s contract.
Blaha felt that the question was
not relevant, and Wood again
refused to comment.
The state’s attorney’s possible
role in the Board’s decision came
into question. Ziska said, “I don’t
know what or who the state’s at¬
torney is investigating. There has
been no communication between
the Board and them.”
Taecker said that it’s one of
many many things, but regards it
as.being insignificant to the whole.
Blaha had no idea, Wood refused
to comment, and Miller said he
couldn’t answer that.
Looking for a new president will
be the subject discussed later this
month. The trustees basically
agreed that student, faculty, and
clerical input would be sought.
Anthony Berardi was not
available for comments.

Women’s
courses to
be published
When the 1978 Report of the
Commission on the Status of
Women comes out, it will contain
the results of a survey on what is
being offered today in Illinois
colleges, universities, and high
schools about women.
The survey was undertaken by
the Sub-Committee Concerned
with Women’s History and
Archives which was organized and
chaired by Adade Wheeler of
Wheaton under the International
Women’s Year (I.W.Y.) Coor¬
dinating Committee.
The survey was to determine just
what is currently being done in
Illinois high schools and higher
education institutions to in¬
corporate information about
women into the curriculum, either
through new courses such as
Women in History, Women in
Literature,
Women
and
Psychology, etc., or through
special units within courses.
Forms were mailed to teachers
who are interested in women’s
studies or who are teaching a
course or a unit within a course
about any aspect of women’s ex¬
periences.

This winter’s unusually cold weather, with short spells
of sunshine every now and then, has had sorr beautiful
side effects, such as these icicles hanging gracefully over
an entrance to A. Bldg.
Photo by Mark Prezioso

CPR workshop opens Jan. 9
Applicants are still being ac¬
cepted for the two workshops in
cardiopulmonary
resuscitations
(CPR) rescue here this quarter.
Students will learn the basic
techniques of cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, be able to apply the
techniques and realize the im¬
portance for training in this
lifesaving skill.

The first seminar will meet from
6:30 to 9:30 p.m., Monday, Wed¬
nesday and Friday, Jan. 9,11 and
13. The second section will meet
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m., Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, Feb. 20,22
and 24. Both sections will meet in
K157.

SUNDAY
SPIRIT T-SHIRT NITE
5* DRINKS 9-1 OP.M.
WEAR A SPIRIT T-SHIRT &
GET IN FREE ALL NITE

WEDNESDAY
LADIES NITE
DISCO DANCE LESSONS &
25* DRINKS FOR LADIES
8-10 P.M.

MONDAY
ROCK ’n ROLL NITE
25-CENT DRINKS ALL NITE

THURSDAY
THE GONG SHOW
TEST YOUR TALENTS
50* DRINKS 8-1OP M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DRINK COUPON
WITH ADMISSION
BETWEEN 8-9 P.M.

TUESDAY
DISCO party
25* DRINKS ALL NITE »

Cost of the workshop is $12.

963-0088
1732 West Ogden Avenue

Downers Grove

Apache game
to be broadcast
Student Activities Presents:
WDCB, the college radio station,
will
carry
the
Chaparral
basketball game with the Illinois
Valley Apaches on Tuesday,
January 10, at 7:30 p.m.
The contest is an important N4C
game as the Chaps have one loss
and the Apaches are undefeated
this season.
WDCB is 90.9 on the FM dial.

'HEALTH'SCHOLARSHIPS
The
DuPage
Health
Improvement Association is of¬
fering a $750 scholarship for three
College of DuPage students
enrolled in an area of health
science or health education.
Applicants must have completed at
least 30 credit hours.
Applications are available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, K126,
and also in the Nursing Program
Office, A2100.
Feb. 3 is the deadline.

CHEMISTRY CLUB
The Chemistry Club will meet on
Friday, Jan. 6 at 10 a.m. in A2049.
All i
rested students are invited.

/cficz
Jan.11

Chloc in the Afternoon

Jan. 18

Xo Man of Her Own
The Fatal Glass of Beer

Jan. 25

Start the Revolution Without Me

Feb. 1

East of Eden

Feb. 8

Autobiography of Miss Jane
Pittman

Feb. 15

The Professionals

Feb. 22

The Taming of the Shrew

March 1

Taxi Driver

March 8

Bed and Board

Two Showing Times
Wednesday 2 p.m. & 7 p.m.

Free Admission
RoomA1106
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(Editorial opinions do not
necessarily represent the views of
the staff or the College of DuPage.)

The Courier is a weekly news
publication serving College of DuPage.
Editorial offices are in the white bam
east of J Bldg. Telephone, 858-2800, ext.
2379 or 2113. Advertising rates available
upon request. The college is located at
Lambert Road and 22nd Street, Glen
Ellyn, IU. 60137.
Editor.JoleneWestendorf
Managing Editor .Gary Swanson
Photo Editor .Mark Prezioso
Sports Editor.Pete Garvey
Advertising Manager.Larry Smith
Staff Cartoonist.Dario Tranter
Circulation Manager.Ben Eaton
Faculty Adviser.Gordon Richmond

Time for another secret
Although it may be a well-known fact
that Dr. Rodney Berg has been given the
word; the reason for his dismissal, ef¬
fective June 30, is not well-known.
Actually, it’s not known at all, or at least
they are not telling us.
Once again, things that are vitally im¬
portant to the college are being kept a
secret, discussed only in private and let
out when the situation must be exposed.
Berg’s being dismissed came only after
11, yes 11, executive sessions by the Board.
Even Berg himself wasn’t exactly sure
what was going on. The Board just made
up its own mind on this important issue
without asking anyone’s opinion.
But, just in time, an “unknown source
close to the college” leaks the news to the
top Chicago newspapers and Channel 2 and
7 news. However, no one called the
Courier, the student newspaper at the

College of DuPage. Luckily we had sent a
reporter anyway.
It just seems to me that everyone but the
students knew about it. But that’s not
unusual. The students are usually the last
to know.
It seems that the majority of significant
actions take place when there is no student
newspaper. And let’s face it, the paper is
just about the only way a student really
knows what is going on here at the college.
It’s a shame we can’t find out the real news
right away, after all, we’re just here to
inform the students, and students are what
make the college.
Think about it, the two biggest stories all
year, Berg being dismissed, and Tom Sch¬
midt no longer being Student Government
adviser, happened after the last issue of
the Courier came out. Planned? I’ll give
you odds.
—Jolene Westendorf

Schmidt deserves better
than what SG gave him
The Student Senate has again acted in a
manner that raises questions as to whether
or not Student Government still considers
itself part of this college. Specifically,
they’ve named David Starrett, a student,
to be S.G. adviser. In doing so they have let
Tom Schmidt’s term run out.
This action was taken with the members
of the senate realizing they were acting in
violation of board policy. The policy
concerning all student activity advisers
specifically states that an adviser must be
a faculty or staff member. Starrett is
neither.
Starrett is a former Student Body
President who last spring was embroiled
in a controversy over his salary. His
salary was cut off by the Financial Aids
office after it was determined he had not
taken the 12 hour minimum class load
required of all student employes.
In the controversy that ensued, the
senate passed a resolution stating that
members of Student Government were
elected by the students. Therefore, they
felt that they were “not subject to the
enforcement by administrative personnel
or non-students.”
They passed this resolution even though
they are funded through the college, use
college facilities such as meeting rooms
and offices free of charge, and are even
granted to exist as a Student Government
on this campus by the Board of Trustees, a

group of “non-students.”
Starrett, however, made it clear that his
accepting the appointment was with the
understanding that it would only be on an
interim basis. He said that it was his un¬
derstanding that SG President Joe Bates
would begin to search for a staff or faculty
member to replace Schmidt.
I fail to see the need for this action. Since
the role of Student Government adviser is
in Schmidt’s job description, he is the
recognized SG adviser as far as the college
is concerned.
Secondly, it’s been my observation that
any advice Schmidt has given the senate
on matters of importance has generally
been ignored, when it has been sought at
all.
In addition, Starrett has been acting as a
sort of un-official adviser for Student
Government in recent months anyway.
Most of the newer senators have been
going to him for information particularly
since President Bates has been keeping
rather irregular office hours.
The formal appointment of Starrett as
Student Government adviser seems to add
up to nothing more than another op¬
portunity for the senate to draw attention
to themselves. Another chance for them to
snub their noses at college policies for no
other reason than their own self-interest,
rather than the students they profess to
represent.
— Gary Swanson

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor :
Because the College of DuPage is
basically a fine college, I would like to
express my feelings as follows:
Perhaps, the light of honesty and in¬
tegrity grew dim for a while, but our star is
beginning to shine again.
Enough criticism and negative thinking
—think positive.
Let us all support those fine and
dedicated educators and administrators
who are giving their all to the College of
DuPage.
We have one of the finest community
colleges in the state of Illinois.
Let us look to the future — the new and
dynamic future of excellence for the

College of DuPage.
Sarah M. Rohel
To the Editor:
As everyone knows, parking lots in most
colleges get very crowded and congested.
By the time I find a parking space, it’s
usually the farthest parking lot from the
building and I’m almost late for my class.
I understand school budgets are tight, so
extra parking lots might be too expensive.
For those of us who do have to walk that
long distance across the field, is it possible
to put walks coming from the parking lot
diagonally to Building A?
It would help tremendously in the wet
and muddy weather for us late birds.
Julie Boburka

Give him a chance
Dr. Rodney Berg seems to have
acquired the bad guy reputation very
quickly here at the college. So far, he’s
been accused of ripping the school off, and
not doing his job right. That’s just from the
Courier’s random picking for the Man-onthe-Street question (which only one out of
every four could even answer!).
Sure, Berg is the one who’s been
dismissed. But there are misconceptions
floating around that I’d like to clear up.
First of all, Berg is not taking money.
Berg is the boss, the top guy. He’s the
one who gets the glory, but if things go
wrong, he gets the heat. It just happens
that he is at the top of a chain of command
that is messing things up.
Not terribly bad things, just stupid
sloppy errors. Certain procedures are

weak or completely non-existent. One
garage mechanic was being overpaid left
and right. Berg didn’t do that, but he’s at
the top.
Berg is in charge of a very large com¬
munity college. He can’t keep track of who
gets paid how much every week. He works
administratively with as many people as
possible. He’s doing his job, but somebody
else isn’t.
I suppose that' when the “someday”
comes for the Board of Trustees, and they
are able to openly discuss their reasons for
dismissing Berg, I may have different
feelings. But right now I’m on his side.
And I guess I’m asking the students not
to choose sides until they know both sides
of the story.
— Jolene Westendorf

Work World
Herb Rinehart
Let’s take a look at occupations and career futures. Never has there been an age
when so many changes can well be predicted. Preparations can then be made for
these changes. There will be differences in the rate of employment growth among
industries.
Let us now take a look at today’s labor force of approximately 97 million. In 1985, it
will be approximately 108 million. More women are working today. The male
percentage of the job force is shrinking — 67 pet. in 1961,61 pet. in 1967,60 pet. in 1976.
Through the mid-1980’s, over 5 million job openings will be offered annually. This
represents those jobs that result from growth as well as the replacement of jobs of
workers who leave the labor force. For the next decade, we can expect annual
openings for 206 blacksmiths, in spite of all our automobiles. We can expect 13,000
openings annually for telephone operators, in spite of all the automation in the
telephone industry. We will need 300,000 secretaries and stenographers each year. We
will need 300,000 salespersons annually; 90,000 truck drivers annually; etc.
Clerical workers comprise the largest segment of American workers. Almost eight
out of ten of the 15.6 million clerical workers are women. The largest number are
secretaries The need for workers in all clerical occupations will continue through the
mid-1980’s We may expect 20.0 million workers by 1985. This again reflects the give
and take of automation. This rapid growth in services corresponds to our rapidly
growing need for repairs, advertising and services. These are services that a higher
standard of living of a growing population calls for.
.
t .
,
,
In 1976 11.3 million skilled workers made up the fifth largest segment of employed
persons. This group includes carpenters, tool and die makers, electricians,
typesetters etc. Employment outlook for this group is mixed. About two-thirds of the
expected growth will be accounted for by construction workers and mechanics. The
rest of the growth mainly will be accounted for by metalcraft workers and blue collar
supervisors. Certain craft occupations in the railroad industry, such as locomotive
engineers and railroad repairers, will decline due to the overall decline of the railroad
industry. Very little growth is anticipated in the printing crafts because of advances
m B-of^sforalandtechnical workers, as an occupational group, have an employment
outlook above average through the mid-1980’s. In 1976, approximately 13.3 million
workers comprised this highly trained segment of the labor force.
Greater emphasis is now being placed upon development of workers with less than
professional trainings. This relatively new and still largely undefined segment of the
work force will continue to grow and solidify throughand beyond the j?®? s_
Opportunities for these technicians, particularly m the health and helping
professions, will continue to rise if present trends continue.
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Advice to media students from TV’s Floyd Kalber
By JoAnn Westrate
Floyd Kalber is a thoughtful
man,
easy
to
talk
with,
unassuming, articulate, extremely
pleasant and cooperative.
Kalber recently spent some time
at CD doing the narration for a
movie which the college is
producing as a promotional tool.
The movie, “To Find a Way,”
was made by members of the LRC
staff, co-produced by WDCB
station manager Robert Blake and
Wayne Stuetzer, and directed by
Ted Sodergren. It features four
real-life CD students as students
through whose eyes the many
aspects of the college are viewed.
When asked if he does much
work like the narration he did for
CD, he replied, “No. I did some of
it when I was here in Chicago, but
really not too much. I might do one
or two a year. Bob Blake asked me
if I’d do it. I’d never met Bob, but
he approached me by mail, and I
like to help out if I can. I won’t
charge for it. I get my expenses
back is all.”

Kalber was asked what a person
can expect to get as a starting
salary in the TV field, what they
might expect later in the upper
stratas of the business, and
whether the business is very tough
to get into.
“It can be quite difficult to get
into,” he said. “Things have
opened up considerably in the last
five, six, ten years. It seems like
everybody, regardless of the size of
the community or the size of the
station, wants to have a 20 or 30
man news staff, so this has opened
up a lot of jobs. It’s brought in a lot
of reporters, writers, camera
people and film editors. Videotape
is opening up some new areas for
people. But it sort of depends on the
economy of the times.”
Kalber explained that election
years require a huge staff to cover
primaries,
conventions,
cam¬
paigns and elections. The ex¬
penditure is so high for these, so
“everybody says ‘Gee, we’ve got to
cut back! ’ It sort of works back and
forth like that” every two years.

My Turn
By Tom Lindblade
(First of two articles.)
The emperor has no clothes! It is just possible that as a community
The College of DuPage might be at one of those points in its existence
where it could break with the past and strike out in some new exciting
directions. I am referring to the obvious fact that “Student
Government” has again proven to the community as a whole that it is
a charade and a sham.
During my eight years as a member of the C / D community this has
happened innumerable times, but this time I see a glimmer of hope in
that things are so screwed up that we might finally be able to
recognize the obvious fact that “Student Government” in anything
like its present form is basically an unworkable concept and
represents an exercise in futility for all who either involve themselves
in it or come in contact with it.
I believe that instead of trying to change reality we should simply
learn to acknowledge what is and move on from there. So, here are
some things that I think are obvious facts about student government
which, if we could learn to accept, would point the way to some
creative solutions:
Fact No. 1: The vast majority of the students and faculty of C / D
could care less about the functions of student government. They are
neither right nor wrong, good nor bad for feeling this way. It is just a
simple observable reality.
Fact No. 2: Attempting to make a representative-republican form of
self government work where no one cares is impossible. No amount of
exhortation, attempts to play on people’s emotions, etc., will work.
Fact No. 3: “Student Government” at C/D has never worked.
Except that it has been successful in spending one hell of a lot of
student funds with no observable results. Tom Schmidt’s statistics in
the last Courier illustrate this point.
For the last six years the voter turnout in “Student Government”
elections has never exceeded 5 pet. and usually has been considerably
less. How can anyone elected by a turnout of only ninety students
claim to represent the other 16,000. This is why on any rating of actual
effectiveness it is clear that “Student Government” accomplishes
virtually nothing, and never will.
Why then do we continue to put up with an institution that is so
totally ineffective? Well, for one thing a lot of administrators have a
stake in a token student government even if it doesn’t accomplish
anything. When time for accreditation comes they can say, “Look at
our nice student government. We involve our students in all of our
decisions”, or “Look at how we are so tolerant of the excesses of our
token radicals like Dave Starrett or Maria LeClair. We always listen
to our students no matter how ridiculous their demands are.” No
mention is made that “Student Government” never accomplishes any
thing of value or that these radicals have made themselves into
ineffective caricatures. What is important is the appearance not the
reality.
Another reason why we continue to put up with such incompetence is
that students and faculty are in love with the fantasy of “Student
Government” being a “student run lesson in democracy which
teaches students how to take control of their lives (I must admit that
this is one of my favorite fantasies also). It is never acknowledged that
students have no training in handling a budget of over $200,000, no
understanding of how an institution of over 20,000 souls runs itself,
have enough trouble getting their own acts together and as a result
have very little time or creativity leftover for “Student Government,”
and finally that students stay for such a short time that virtually no
project can be completed that lasts for more than a quarter or two
because the originators will not be around to finish it. We all like to
avoid these unpleasant realities. It is much easier to hold on to our
cherished fantasies.
„r
,
I believe that as was done once before during the 74-75 academic
year we should simply abolish “Student Government”, and then, this
time instead of reinventing the same thing over again as we did
before, using reality as a base, decide on what tasks need to be done
for students that are not accomplished by the college bureaucracy and
then design a new system that has some chance of meeting those
needs.

___

Kalber is from Omaha, Neb. him to replace Alex Dreier, which
1 ‘There isn’t any rule of thumb on
what people can make when they Regarding his background, he he did about two months after he
says, “I am a creature of broad¬ came to Chicago.
start in the business,” he went on.
“And we turned it into quite a
casting. I spent some time in
“You can go into a small town like
Creighton University in Omaha. good thing,” he said. “I stayed
West Bicycle, Ind., and maybe
I’m not a college graduate. I spent here about 16% years. We had the
they’ll pay you $70 a week, which is
about a year there, right after leading news show in town for
not even above the poverty level
any more. But the experience — World War II, writing for the about 13. It took us about three
newspaper.
I think years to get the rating ...”
that’s what so many people don’t school
When asked how many Emmies
newspaper work in comparison to
take into consideration, you see.”
Kalber said a beginner can go television news is simple. There he’d received, he wasn’t really
into NBC in Chicago as a starting are the same techniques in going sure, “about three or four.”
The audience suddenly became
employe on a 90-day trial basis and out and getting the story, but I’m
talking about the final presen¬ “enamoured with the clown acts
be paid something like $320 a week.
But that is necessary to live in a tation. It’s much simpler trying to and the Eyewitness type of “happy
put together for just the eye versus talk news,” Kalber said. “And our
community the size of Chicago,
management decided it was time
which is one of the highest cost-of- the ear and the eye.”
Kalber spent three years in radio to prop the thing up and jazz it up
living-index areas in the country.
Kalber tells college students who in central Nebraska, then quit in and so on. I rather loudly stated my
1949 to get into television. Two ideas on what newscasting should
have come down to talk with him,
“Look, just to get inside a station stations were just going on the air be. What I said wasn’t all that
anywhere, to work in the en¬ in Omaha, and he applied at both. significant or great, but they ac¬
vironment and learn, to grab hold He worked at one free, in the cepted it. I was in a rather com¬
of all that’s available to you in studios, not the newsroom, just to manding position as far as the
contract was concerned.
there — take it for nothing, if you see what it was like.
NBC suggested he might like to
“I put up sets, worked shows. I
can. Take it for whatever they’ll
give you. If you can just get into a used to work Johnny Carson’s show go to New York and to the Today
station, even if it’s without pay. when he did a local thing there in Show. They were revising and
revamping it, Kalber said.
Anywhere. Right here. Yes. You’re Omaha,” Kalber remembered.
A friend was working at the other
going to gain. You’re not going to
“I like it,” Kalber said. “I don’t
station and set up an audition for
lose.”
like the hours, but I’ve never seen
“And there’s also the point of Kalber. He got the job. He asked
anybody who does. I still insist on
finding out when you should leave. for $100 a week, but took the $75
folding my own parachute. By that
they
offered
him,
since
he
had
a
That’s critically important. When
I mean I write as much as I can,
you’ve learned as much as you can wife and child and was holding
because I think anybody who
from the operation. A lot of people down four part-time jobs at once.
works on the air should write as
“I
was
doing
some
part-time
get entrenched in a place, and
much as they can of their work. It’s
become very secure and self- radio broadcasting,” he said. “I
much safer that way. You
satisfied with what they’re doing, did some basketball games,
safeguard yourself against the
and before long, 10 years have because I was sports oriented at
sloppiness or inaccuracies or whatthe
time.
I
was
selling
space
for
a
slipped by, and they say, ‘I can’t
have-you of the other person’s
leave this now.’ You have to know German language newspaper. And
doing the writing.”
I was working part-time for the
when to go on.”
Kalber keeps a rigorous
C.A.
Swanson
people
that
make
He said once a person gets into
schedule. He lives in Connecticut,
one station and gets the ex¬ frozen foods and so on. They had
so he gets up at 3 a.m. A car picks
perience, that qualifies him to headquarters in Omaha. I was him up and they arrive at the
move on to another station. “You delighted to get the job because I
station about 4:15 a.m.
can send out letters on the station’s wanted to get off this merry-gostationery to other stations ap¬ round.”
“I do a lot of reading and I write,
The new stations were hiring until I go down to the studio about
plying for a job, saying, in effect,
‘Hey, I’m working here, but very slowly. When Kalber first ten minutes to seven. I’m done at 9
naturally I want to advance started in ’49, they signed on at 6 a.m., the car takes me home, and I
myself, and I think I’m qualified to p.m. and signed off “whenever we sleep all the way.
do this. Have you got any ran out of free film, which
"When I get there, I’m ready to
openings?’ You can answer ads, sometimes was as early as 8:30 go play golf or do whatever. I do a
and progress yourself, and then p.m. They gradually expanded lot of work around my home. I do a
pretty soon you get into a position that.”
lot of gardening. We live on a lake
Kalber began doing a sign-off and I go out and row around the
where you’re qualified, ex¬
perienced, worth enough to say, newscast in the evening, “putting lake and feed the geese and ducks.
‘Hey, I’d like to get X number of it together, writing it, and so on. As We built a tennis court which my
dollars.’ They might go along, you the station expanded I became the wife and I enjoy quite a lot,”
might
meet
in-between one-man news department of the Kalber continued.
somewhere, you can negotiate it.
station, and added a few people as
“We’re physically active people.
“But getting that first station is time went on. We started doing a We don’t sit around a lot. We watch
noon show, an evening show and a very, very little television. I don’t
the biggest difficulty.”
“When you get into the area of 10 p.m. show at night, with about think there’s much to watch on
Chicago, then you get into a three of us putting it together. I television today.”
unionized situation, where the was the news director at the
Kalber has two videotape
salaries are pretty much stipulated station, and the only anchorman, recorders at home. His wife, Betty,
by contracts. You get into what we and worked there for 11 years. As gets up with him at 3:00 to fix his
call the talent area, which is what I the news director, I ultimately breakfast and keep him company.
work in, which is individually expanded the news staff to about 21 She wants to see file Today Show,
people. A good operation, a good but he doesn’t want her to have to
negotiated,” he continued.
“I’ve had an agent for the better impressive operation,” Kalber get up for it, so he sets the timer to
part of 20 years, who has done all said.
record the show.
In 1965 Kalber began working for
my negotiating for me. And he has
“I watch the news religiously
done very, very well for me, for Huntley-Brinkley, inserting stories
which I pay him very, very well — out of the midwest. In 1960 he was every night,” Kalber said,
10 per cent off the top. The more I asked to come to Chicago as NBC’s “because this is what I’m going to
make the more he makes. He network correspondant to replace be working with in the morning
handles Chancellor, Garrick Utley, Sander Vanocur, who was leaving when I come in. I watch the ABC
become
White
House News from 6:30-7 p.m., and our
Ed Newman, Reasoner and to
myself. He’s sort of a specialist in correspondent after Kennedy’s news on NBC from 7-7:30 p.m. And
I videotape Cronkite and I watch
our television journalism area,” election.
Kalber didn’t know they intended him from 7:30-8 p.m.”
Kalber explained.
“And the sky’s the limit, really.
It can be extremely ultraDue to staffing problems
lucrative. It can be a very, very
high paying profession, although
there are not more than seven or
eight, I would say, in the industry
today who are in the category of
$400,000 to $500,000 a year. There
are probably 10 or 12 in the country
who are in the area of $40,000 to
$70,000 a year.
“Remember, these are people
who must live in big city areas like
New York, Chicago, Burbank,
Washington, and you’re getting
into high cost of living areas, high
tax areas, and once you get into
that $60,000-$70,000 bracket, you’re
talking about a very high income
tax level. So that figure is not all
that it sounds,” he added.

The Student Book
Exchange
is closed

Accounts can be closed at
the Student Government office
in K 134.
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Roving Reporters

By Maureen Murrin and Mark Prezioso

Have you got any opinions on the firing of Dr. Berg?
/

PAT PINDA
“I heard about it in the
suburban paper. I was told about
things by word of mouth and by
the school newspaper. If he
wasn’t doing his job right I’m
glad that they caught him. After
all, it’s our tax money, right.”

ROGER SCHRECK
“I read it in one of the little
local papers, and I think it’s great
that he got fired. I think he was
ripping the school off. He was
dishonest.”

Get involved - SEE
what Student Activities
can do for you.

Student Government
Alumni
Theater Arts
Athletics
Trips and tours
Band and orchestra
WDCB-FM
Cheerleaders
Worlds magazine
Coffeehouse
Films
Courier
Intramurals
Lectures
Pom Pons
Pop concerts
Student Activities Advisory Board
'

KATHY BORIS
“I heard about it on the radio. I
think it’s good if he was
crooked.”

playing string quartets by Mendelssohn and Bartok

Friday, January 13
8.15 p.m. m the Convocation Center, Building M

Admission free

CO College of DuPage Performing Arts

ANITA ZIBTON
“I just heard about it vaguely
through some friends I go to
school with. If he was doing those
things I’m glad he got caught and
fired. It shows power to the
people.”

Audit urges stiffer controls
By Gary Swanson
An auditor’s report made public
at the Dec. 14 meeting of the
College of DuPage Board of
Trustees indicated that policies
governing special orders made
through the bookstore were in need
of “reevaluation to strengthen
controls.” It also showed that
policies
governing mechanic’s
wages to be adequate, but not
always followed.
The report, written by the ac¬
counting firm of Ernst and Ernst,
also said that controls over the
documentation of hours worked
and repairs made to college
vehicles have been improved since
June 30,1977. It also suggested that
an over-all system of controls over
the three areas covered in the
report shoulld be established.
In regard to special orders
through the bookstore, the report
stated that there were no written
policies governing how they should
be handled or accounted for.
Information on how they were
handled was acquired through
discussions with college and
bookstore personnel.
According to the report, any
individual or group was able to
place special orders with the
bookstore, whether they were
affiliated with the college or not.
Special orders could be taken by
any bookstore employe.
The person placing the order was
in most cases required to show
identification and fill out a threepart statement. The statement
contained such information as the
purchaser’s name and address, as
well as a description and the price
of the item being ordered.

Contemporary Arts
Quartet
Otakar Sroubeck
Tom Hall
William Schoen
Don Moline

STEVE HARPER
“I first heard about it on
Channel 7 News. I think he’s done
a lot for the college. I don’t really
know the whole story because I
haven’t heard his side of the
story. I hate to see anyone that
high go.”

According to the report, none of
the copies were kept by the
bookstore, making documentation
of special orders over the past
several years nonexistent. In
addition, the report stated that
amounts posted to cash registers
could not readily be retraced due to
methods of handling installment
payments, discounts, combined
posting with other receipts, and
inconsistency of handling deposits.
After making recommendations
calling for the setting of definite
policies relating to special orders,
the report concluded that further
investigation would not turn up any
new useful information.
The report stated, “After
reviewing the policies and prac¬
tices of the college in these areas it
seems apparent that the system of
internal controls and accounting
practices concerning these tran¬
sactions were weak or nonexistent
from a control review standpoint.”
The auditor’s report also found
that college mechanic Bernard
Mudra had on two occasions been
paid for seminars which were
canceled. In spring quarter of 1976,
Mudra was assigned to teach
seminars in auto tune-up. Both
were canceled. In one of those
instances Mudra claimed he had
worked as a mechanic during
hours scheduled for class.
On several other occasions, the
times Mudra had claimed he was
working as a mechanic on his time
card conflicted with the class
schedule.
The audit also found that there

were several instances when times
were handwritten rather than
punched on the time-clock. The
report stated that there is no
written policy as to which em¬
ployes are required to punch time
clocks. The report said that Mudra
was using it less than 50 per cent of
the time, although it is general
practice for maintenance people to
do so.
On the subject of advanced
approval of overtime, the audit
said that policy states that over¬
time must be approved- by the
college vice-president or the
director of personnel services.
Except for five Sundays in 1973
and 1974 no evidence of approval
was apparent for the overtime
Mudra worked, according to the
report. The report said that the
issue of approval of overtime was
raised by Richard Petrizzo, who
was
then
vice-presidentoperations.
Director of Campus Services Ted
Zuck told Petrizzo at that time that
he would assume responsibility for
Mudra’s workload, the report said.
The report said that the payroll
department asked to sign Mudra’s
time cards. In the words of the
report, “no time cards appear to
have been signed by him (Zuck) at
that time or at any time thereaf¬
ter.”
The report noted that several
changes had been made. A second
mechanic has been hired and
Mudra is now working a 40-hour
week and punching the clock
regularly.

Coffeehouse to feature
Redwood Landing group
Redwood Landing, winners of
the National Entertainment and
Campus Activities Showcase
college tour, will rock in the new
year at the Coffeehouse on Jan. 6
and 7.
Scheduled for the Winter Quarter
Grand Re-opening of the Cof¬
feehouse, the five-member band
plays original music, comprising a
mixture of rock, funk and reggae.
A heavily Chicago-based band,
the group is considered one of the
best in the area. Members have
previous experience with other top
Chicago bands. They have ap¬
peared at major clubs all over
Chicago, although 75 per cent of
their bookings are college dates.
They have even appeared at CD
before at an outdoor concert.
_

_

n

nAnn

made since the band was first
organized five years ago. Their
main staying power is the band’s
leader and bass player, Ron
Kaplan. Other, members are Bob
Diamond, vocals; Bob Powers,
keyboards, Rubin Alverez, per¬
cussion and vocals and Lenny
Payton, vocalist and a former cast
member of “The Wiz.”

LEGAL SECRETARY AID
The DuPage County Legal
Secretaries Association is offering
a |125 scholarship to a College of
DuPage student. The recipient
must be interested in becoming a
legal secretary. Applications are
available in the Student Financial
Aid Office, K126. The deadline is
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Treaty confuses Panama, too
Panamanian
working in a
there would be a three-year period
photography shop. “I see technical
of transition before ratification by
problems in the engineering
both countries.
aspect,” he prophesized. “But I
Even
among
American
don’t think it matters, because by politicians there is disagreement
The controversial Panama Canal
the year 2000 the present canal will
on
the new canal treaty.
Treaty is causing disagreement
be obsolete. There are plans un¬ Republicans cannot see eye-to-eye
and
confusion
among
derway right now to build another on the issues involved and
Panamaniansas
well
as
canal.”
Democrats disagree with other
Americans living in Panama.
When questioned about his
Democrats. Streams of senators
Asked if they approved of the
nearly flawless English, he said he
have made jaunts to Panama and
treaty which will give Panama
had lived in the United States for 10
more are planning future trips.
control of the waterway by the
Most senators refuse to commit
year 2000, most residents agreed years in New York, Chicago and
themselves. A spokesperson for
that the document was too com¬ Miami.
A business man from Panama Sen. Charles Percy, R-Ill., said,
plicated to understand. All asked
said he had read the treaty, “but it
“He is holding off judgment and a
that their names not be published.
A Panamanian taxi-driver and would take a lawyer to figure out statement at present. He may go
down there.”
tourist guide, the father of eight in the small print and that is what is
She said he does not have a
his mid-30’s, said he would like to most important. It is a step in the
committee
report
yet
and
see the United States continue right direction.”
therefore it is difficult to make a
Strongly
disagreeing,
an
running the Canal.
American engineer living in decision. Percy’s mail is running
“Panama works for the U.S.
dollar,” he said. “If the Americans Panama for the past 30 years, said against ratification. There appears
leave, most of the 76 foreign banks angrily, “Of course, I’ve read it to be an organized opposition with
some form-letters, mostly from
in Panama will leave with their and understand it. We’re giving it
veterans. Although a target date
away! It’s a goddamn shame! We
money.”
for the Senate vote is in March,
Indeed, Panama City itself have been paying them millions for
Percy expects the vote to actually
abounds with banks representing years for aid and loans. The bad
come much later. Percy is up for
nations all over the world. The part about it is the money will not
re-election in November.
country depends heavily on the go to the people.”
Senate Minority Leader Howard
Another American, a retired
Canal for its very existence.
The tourist guide said the military man now living in Baker summed up the wait-and-see
Panama Canal Treaty had been Panama City, said there is no attitude of most of the politicians in
his recent remark to President
published in the local newspapers. reason not to turn the Canal over to
Carter: “I have decided not to
He read it but found it too com¬ Panama.
decide for the moment.”
“It is ridiculous to think they
plicated to understand. When
The Panama Canal, the object of
asked if there had been rioting can’t learn to operate it in 20
all the consternation, is located in a
against the treaty, he said years,” he said. “It’s the older
strip of land 10 miles wide and 50
university students were causing Panamanians who don’t want the
treaty ratified. They are afraid miles long, called the Canal Zone.
the trouble.
The population of the Canal Zone is
“They don’t want to wait for 20 when the Americans leave, so will
nearly 43,000 consisting of em¬
years,” he said. “They want the jobs and the money.”
He continued, “They call the ployes of the Canal Zone Gover¬
control now. They say Gen. Tornment/Panama Canal Co., and
rijos sold them out. But the students Communists, but this is a
governme’nt keeps them under dictatorship. Gen. Torrijos is the uniformed and civilian personnel
control by putting a fence around Communist — he’s Castro’s pal. He of the U.S. Armed Forces and their
the university. When the Com¬ didn’t want the United States to dependents.
The original treaty ratified in
munist students riot or deface accuse him of being a dictator so
1904 by both countries granted all
property, the gate is locked so the he held a plebiscite allowing
rights, power and authority within
guilty ones cannot escape. Those so Panamanians to vote on the treaty.
the zone to the United States and
He
even
allowed
the
students
to
accused must pay a fine of $30 or
demonstrate at the American entirely excluded Panama of any
spend 30 days in jail.”
such sovereign rights, power or
An entirely different point of Embassy. The National Guard
authority.
broke
it
up.”
view was expressed by a younger
Completed in 1914 by the United
The opinion of another American
States, the Panama Canal is a 50Scuba club
now living in Panama City differed
mile series of locks, lakes and
from that of his friend. The former
canals connecting the Atlantic and
sponsors trip
Vietnam
veteran commented,
Pacific Oceans by cutting across
“I’m against the treaty as it now
to Hawaii
the Isthmus of Panama.
stands. It’s too complicated. I
The average time for a ship to
listened to the Senate hearings for
Scuba Club is having a
traverse the Canal is about 16
four
hours
and
they
were
a
big
“Hawaiian
Holiday”
contest,
hours. The fastest time was 4 hours
farce.”
where not surprisingly, first prize
and 38 minutes by the destroyer
He added, “I think the Senate
is a one week trip for two to
USS Manley.
will put off ratification until after
Hawaii.
The largest toll ever paid was
the
election
next
year.
They
don’t
Other prizes include a $350 stereo
$68,499.46 by the Queen Elizabeth
want to risk losing votes over it.”
system, $100, $50, and $25. The
n, in March, 1977. The smallest toll
“However,” he continued,
drawing will be held Jan. 31, and
of 36 cents was paid by adventurer
“there
is
already
an
exodus
of
tickets are available from Scuba
Richard Halliburton for swimming
some of the 6,000 Americans who
Club members, the Student
the Canal in 1928.
live in Panama City, according to
Activities Office K134, and Dr.
Tolls are levied on tonnage,
my
mailman.”
Eugene LeBrenz, club’s sponsor, in
averaging out to over $14,000 per
When asked about business
A3105B.
vessel. In 1976 a total of 13,201 ships
prospects, he said he thought some
Tickets are $1 and winner need
paid $134,987,867 in tolls to pass
of the banks would pull out but
not be present to win.
through the Canal.
By Audrey Raatz
The writer, a journalism student
here, visited Panama last month.)

String Quartet
to play Jan. 13
The Contemporary Arts String
Quartet will perform in the Con¬
vocation Center Friday, Jan. 13 at
8:15 p.m. Admission will be free.
The quartet is made up of
players from the Chicago Sym¬
phony Orchestra string section.
First violinist is Otakar Sroubek.
Williqm Schoen is the violist for the
quartet. Tom Hall is second
violinist, and Don Moline is cellist.
The works to be heard are:
Mendelssohn Quartet, opus 44, No.
1 in D Major; and Bartok’s Quartet
opus 7.
PHOTO EXHIBIT
John Church, photography in¬
structor in Psi College, exhibited 50
of his photographs in the Koehnline
Art Gallery at Oakton Community
College. The exhibit, including
both black-and-white and color
photographs taken during the past
eight years, ends today.

Peer
counselors
needed:
Extension
Counseling
Centers
have openings for peer helpers in
Western
Springs;
Lombard,
Addison
and
Downers Grove.
Approximately 12 hours weekly,
$2.65 hour. Must be CD student
enrolled for twelve hours during
winter quarter 1978. Call Student
Financial Aid Office, ext. 2251.
Winter bargain — two 4-ply snow
tires _ E78-14. Mounted and

balanced

on
5-hole
wheels.
Excellent condition. $45. Call 894-

8835.
Wanted: garage for winter storage.
Needed in Glen Ellyn area. Calf
Dave, 858-0924.
2 rooms, 2nd floor, private house
in north Glen Ellyn. Kitchen,

laundry, parking privileges. 1 room
suitable for 2, $64 each, $130
month. 1 room suitable for 1, $80
per month. Call 665-7494 before 5
p.m.
Wanted: drum set. Good, used.
Phone 879-8149.
Quality painting, light carpentry
and odd jobs. Free estimates. Call
Tom anytime, 357-7442.

Pregnant? And you didn’t mean to
be? Birthright can help you. Free,
confidential service. Call anytime,
968-6668.
For Sale, 1972 Plymouth Satellite.
$500 or best. 318 c.i., A / C, power
steering, has a few dents but runs
good. 858-3457.

Pete Garvey
As you are redding this column, don’t think that you are going to get
bored reading about how I became sports editor or how I plan to ptay
in this space.
Instead, I think I’ll tell you how disappointed Coach Dick Walters of
the basketball squad is. I’ll also tell you, and you probably won’t like
it, that Walters is deadly right.
The head coach of “Walters’ Marauders” laments that despite
DuPage’s astounding 11-1 record, despite their No. 1 ranking in the
state ahead of all of the other 51 JC’s in Illinois, and despite the
Chaparrals’ No. 6 ranking in the entire nation and with a chance to win
the national championship, “Walters’ Marauders” couldn’t draw
enough fans into DuPage’s home gym to play a hand of poker.
Walters says that, to say the very least, that he is disappointed in the
fan turnout for Chaparral home games. Also, Walter says, that if a lot
of $1,000 bills were laid down on the gym floor, the supposed Chap fans
still wouldn’t come.
And you’re right as rain, Dick. The attendance at DuPage games is
pretty ridiculous. For a team of the Chaparral’s calibre, CD should be
drawing more than its share of people. With the games on Fridays,
Saturdays and Tuesdays, and usually over by 9:00 p.m., that leaves
plenty of time for partying or the whatnot.
But if it’s not the basketball team that you crave, there is a rather
shapely brunette to greet you at the door of the gymnasium. Or maybe
at halftime, the pom-pon girls’ routine is definitely worth watching.
How about the antics of the CD cheerleaders? They keep the non¬
crowd on a light note.
HARDY CONGRATULATIONS DEPT.: First goes to CD halfback
Cleveland West. The freshman from East Aurora High finished fourth
in the nation in individual rushing with 1206 in nine games. Two of the
three players ahead of West also had the benefit of an extra game to
boost their totals. Also, for Coach Bob MacDougall’s football crew, his
defensive team was second in the nation against the pass, allowing
only a scant 56.1 yards per game. That .1 of a yard made the
difference, as Navarro College in Texas took the honors with just 56.0
yards per game.
Another basketball note: With their 11-1 record, the Chaparrals are
ranked a high sixth in the nation. The NJCAA poll is led by Casper
(Wyo.) and then followed by Vincennes (Ind.), Mercer Co. (N.J.),
North Iowa Area, and defending national champ Independence
(Kan.).
While the CDers have led the state poll often, they’ve never been
ranked that high nationally.
The ice hockey team is readying for their first game this Saturday
versus tough Western Illinois. It’ll be a home match beginning at 9.45
p.m. at the Downers Grove Icearena.
I didn’t fare too badly in the recent football holiday. Despite the
Bear’s debacle in Dallas, I was able to strike back at the state of
Texas. With Notre Dame’s great victory over the overrated
Longhorns, next summer you’ll be able to find me (or maybe not) in
the Rockie Mountains spending my winnings and enjoying the
splenders of victory. It just goes to show that you should never bet
against the Irish.

CD sweeps 2 gym meets
Kim Rushford believes that a
good gymnastics team is made of
many women with many skills.
She’s coached the DuPage team
that way this season and the
Dupers are undefeated in their
first two meets.
After squashing Waubonsee for
their first win, CD took a
triangular meet at Concordia
College. The Dupers topped North¬
eastern Illinois and Concordia by
very large margins.
“I believe in versatility in
gymnastics,” Rushford said.
“Sure, everybody has a favorite
event or two, but what works best
is competing in all events.”
Rushford’s top performer is
Dawn Silfies, who won the allaround competition at Concordia.
Silfies won*the balance beam, took
second in floor exercise and tied
teammate Laura Thomas for third
in vaulting and uneven parallel
bars.
Other fine performances were
turned in by Leanne Wehling and
Kim Kroeger, who tied for third in
all-around competition. CD also

B-ball: S.O.S.
Coach Debbie Carpenter wants
YOU! That’s the women here at
DuPage, at least. You see, the
women's basketball squad is
terribly short of members and
could use a few warm bodies to get
the team going anywhere. What
few players the women have are
exciting, but the team still nees
more members. If you are in¬
terested in playing for CD, contact
the Athletic Director’s office,
building K147, and please leave
your name and address.

swept the top three places in the
uneven parallel bars and in floor
exercise.
After this sparkling per¬
formance, the Dupers will meet
again on January 13 with Truman
College and Wheaton College at
Wheaton.

Tankers set
The College of DuPage women’s
swim team is training now for the
1978 season. Competition will begin
in January and there’s still time
for new swimmers to join.
To be eligible for participation,
swimmers must be in good stan¬
ding at College of DuPage and
taking a minimum of 10 hours in
the winter quarter.
The 1977 team finished 10th in
Illinois out of all two and four-year
colleges. Four members of the 1977
team were National Junior College
Athletic
Association
AllAmericans.
The 1978 schedule features many
midwestem
university
teams
including Northwestern, Northern
Illinois and Southern Illinois, as
well as area four-year colleges
including Illinois Benedictine,
Wheaton and Lake Forest.
Interested swimmers are still
invited to join the team. For more
information, call coach Judy
Leppert or coach A1 Zamsky at the
Athletic Office, extension 2366.
CAPTAIN'S COUNCIL
A meeting of the Captain’s
Council has been set for Tuesday,
January 13inK127.
All athletic captains should
contact the Athletic Office, K147
for further details.
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Chaparrals win again
in Elgin; 6th in polls
By Pete Garvey
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Chap forward Mark Bowman (43) takes to the high road in delivering
a pass to teammate Mark Shannon during CD’s 98-62 victory over
Harper.

The DuPage basketball team upped its
impressive record to 11-1 over the
Christmas holiday by sweeping Triton
twice, bombing Harper, and conquering
the field at the Elgin Spartan Tournament.
Sandwiched between the Harper game and
the Elgin Tournament was a tough loss to
N4C conference leader Joliet.
The Chaparrals started the Christmas
countdown with a 93-65 ripping of a
scrappy Triton squad. The Trojans knotted
DuPage at 38 a piece at the half, despite
playing without leading scorer Manuel
Wilbon. With Steve Long on the bench with
four fouls, Mark Shannon delivered 19
points and played a spirited defense,
holding Triton at bay. The Trojans had to
settle for only 27 second half points as the
Chaps won going away, 93-65.
The next game, the Chaps placed their 80 record on the line. They had to play
Harper, whose players are often compared
with some tall forestry, with three starters
skying up to the 6-7 mark.
But the upset wasn’t in the air, in fact it
never even got off of the ground. DuPage
completely dominated play, blowing out
the lumbering Hawks 98-62.
Although the first half was a little nipand-tuck, CD came out snortin’ in the
second, throwing in 18 straight points and
then coasted on from there. Since holding
Harper to 62 points, CD more or less
achieved their per game goal of holding
the opposition to 60 points.
With a 9-0 record, a No. 1 ranking in the
state, and a No. 6 ranking in the country,
DuPage took its show down to Joliet, never
known as a easy place to win.
Christmas came early to Joliet, as
Darnell Anderson threw in 20 points. This,
combined with DuPage being without
leading scorer Mark Bowman (19.8 points
per game), led the Wolves’ upset of the

Chaparrals, 74-68.
The loss toppled DuPage from the top of
the N4C way down to fourth, following
undefeated Joliet, Illinois Valley, and
Rock Valley.
A flat tire on Bowman’s car made
him miss the team bus to Joliet. Thus, the
Chaparrals turned in one of their poorest
defensive efforts in a long time. The
Wolves were able to turn over 20 lay-ups
and completely dominate the offensive
lanes.
Joliet sped out to its best spread at 70-58
with 3:40 left in the game. But Randy
Okrzesik hit on three straight shots, but it
was too little and too late, the Wolves
scoring a major upset 74-68.
Coach Dick Walters of the Chaparrals
lamented that his team didn’t know how to
play from behind. “We haven’t had to play
from behind all season, but the other
things made us get behind in the first
place. You can’t beat any good team by
giving them 20 lay-ups.”
Fortunately, the Chaparrals had until
Dec. 28 to lick their wounds. That date was
their day to play Triton again in the Elgin
Tournament.
As usual, the game with Triton was a
real scratch-and-claw affair. Don
Strumillo tossed in 32 points and Steve
Long played a super-tough defense as
DuPage nipped the Trojans in overtime
100-98.
In the championship game versus
Wright, Strumillo produced the heroics
again, as he scored 20 points paving the
way to a 97-85 triumph to capture the
tournament for the second straight year.
Steve Long played another outstanding
game in the middle for CD. His hustling in
both games earned Long the tournament’s
Most Valuable Player award. The 6-7
center joined Strumillo and rambunctious
Tom Rowley on the All-Tournament team.

Injuries slow matmen

Now there’s defense, DuPage style. Steve Long, left, and Don
Strumillo clog up the lane in the Chaparral's triumph over Harper.

If College of DuPage wrestling coach A1
Kaltofen were given to making excuses
and complaining, he might point to his
team’s 0-3 record and say it is due to in¬
juries.
“We’re missing three key wrestlers,”
Kaltofen said, “but injuries happen and
they just make you work that much har¬
der.”
Roy Acuna has an injured knee after
winning five of six matches at 150 pounds.
A sophomore, Acuna is one of the men
Kaltofen says, “you have to have if you’re
going to win. Roy is the kind of wrestler
who is always challenging his opponent.”
Jeff Pace is another early season
casualty. The freshman 190-pounder has a
dislocated elbow. Freshman Ed Fanning is
sidelined with a knee injury that will
require surgery.
“The loss of those three will hurt us as a
team, but we still have some tough in¬

dividuals,” Kaltofen said.
Sophomore
134-pounder
Roger
McCausland is the backbone of the squad.
McCausland took fourth in the state and
second in the conference last season, and
is 3-0 this season.
At heavyweight, Kaltofen has been
pleased with the development of freshman
John Cobos.
“Cobos gets more aggressive every time
out,” Kaltofen said. It’s going to take a
good heavyweight to beat him this season.
John just needs a bit more confidence in
his ability.”
Only
University
of
Wisconsin
heavyweight Brett Nelson has beaten
Cobos this season. That was in the Nor¬
thern Open.
“I know the injuries have been a
problem,” Kaltofen said, “the same way I
know some of our freshman wrestlers will
come along.”

of defense forms around the Chaparral basket as Harpers
ring must feel like Custer at the Little Bighorn: surrounded!
Photos by Mark Prezioso
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BULK RATE

DuPage outfielder Bob Barron is all smiles after being awarded the
Rawlings ‘‘Big Stick” A ward as the top community college hitter in the
Great Lakes area with a .476 average in his freshman year at CD.
Standing from Bob’s left are coach John Persons and Rawlings sales
representative Ron Murray.

